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Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

THE
COMPANY

Twin-GH is rich of years of experiences 
in machine tools industry. The company 
was founded with the objective of 
linking the dynamism of Taiwan 
machinery and the know-how and 
quality concern of western industries. 

With our very experienced engineers in the 
machine tool domain, we cover all your need 
of CNC or conventional machines. from 
the material engineering to the installation 
and teaching, passing through negotiation, 
machine inspection, option installations, 
and various other activities. Many of ours 
customers are already very competent 
in those areas but still may occasionally 
need extra help or also a local presence.

Based in Hong Kong and Taiwan, Twin-
GH is composed of French and Taiwanese 
engineers, who are able to work either in 
English or Chinese with deep connections 
with key local industrial actors, thanks 
to years of successful partnerships.

ABOUT US



Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

When you plan to purchase a machine in Taiwan, minimize your cost by 
having a local partner that can help you simplify the technical discussion 
with your maker, control the production schedule and fully check and 
correct the machine before it arrives at your country. 

+15
Year Experience

+60
Regular suppliers

300
Machine shipped per year

-20 min
Drive from most suppliers



OUR
SERVICES

MACHINE TOOL INSPECTION

MACHINE OPTIMIZATION

ENGINEERING AND DESIGN

NEGOTIATION

INSTALLATION

EQUIPMENT AND SPARE PARTS



MACHINE OPTIMIZATION
ENGINEERING AND DESIGN 

MACHINE 
OPTIMIZATION

Because Machine Tool is a very accurate 

Industry, we can help to get your machine 

even better by tuning thoroughly 

the parameters of the machine for a 

perfect dynamic behavior or selecting 

the right mechanical components that 

are optimized for the final usage of the 

machine.

ENGINEERING AND 
DESIGN

Some of your customers might require 

very unusual options that are not in 

the maker’s catalog. Never lose an 

order because of this kind of request. 

Thanks to our advanced design team, 

we can help you and the maker to 

design the needed component.

Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan



Having been buying machines for more 
than 15 years, we provide you a unique 
opportunity of benefiting from our 
buying volume and priority treatments.
In your name, we can negotiate with 
suppliers of machines. Thanks to our 
great know-how and our developed 
personal relationship with most of the 
local suppliers, we will get you the best 
possible ratios price/quality/delivery 
time and terms.

Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

FROM THE NEGOTIATION



Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

For large scale machines, we are 
able to send a team to help you 
with the installation and the com-
missioning of the machine on the 
customer’s site. Alternatively, we 
are also able to repair any parts of 
your machine.

TO THE INSTALLATION



Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

MACHINE TOOL
INSPECTIONS
On every machine, we perform a very serious and professional quality control. Every portion of the machine is fully 

checked and tested. Here are the main control items.

We check the order con-

formity and the different 

documents of the ma-

chine. Manuals are also 

controlled to be sure there 

is enough and accurate 

information in it.

On every machine, we make 

sure of the proper assembly 

and function of all mechanical 

component. The guideways, ball 

screws, scrappers, lubrication... 

as well as the dynamic behavior 

of every axis is checked, and the 

tool changer stress tested. If it 

moves, we test it.

 MECHANICAL 
CHECK

DOCUMENT
AUDIT

The geometry is checked 

as per ISO standards. Ev-

ery point of the norms is 

measured and compared 

to the maker report. 

Upon customer request, 

we may also execute a 

cutting test.

MACHINE
GEOMETRY



Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

Acquiring CNC machine tools in Taiwan is a crucial 

investment for you and even bigger one for your clients.

Considering the complexity of machines, countless ISO/

CE norms, and the distance, any arising issue could vastly 

increase your costs. When you purchase your machine 

in Taiwan, minimizing your risk with Twin Golden 

Horses’ professional expertise on the machine from the 

conception and assembly to making the commissioning 

before the shipment.

We perform a complete and thorough geometrical 

inspection of your machine, by following strict ISO 

standards.

 

We also fully verify the security of the machine according 

to 95/16/CE modified by D2006/42/CE (mandatory for 

EU entry, requested by many other non-EU countries) as 

well as the electrical inspection according to 98/37/CE. 

The electrical assembly of 

the machine is checked 

by following our strict 

checklist. We also ensure 

the accuracy of the elec-

trical drawing to facilitate 

future maintenance.

 ELECTRICAL
ASSEMBLY

Given that the best machine 

cannot work without a 

proper PLC and parameters, 

we follow our strict checklist 

which is constantly updat-

ed to test every possible 

situation of the machine 

and make sure there are no 

mistakes in it.

 PLC
 TEST

For every machine, 

safety is a very important 

concern. We make sure it 

complies with the highest 

requirements of the 

destination area as per 

D2006/42/CE standard 

for Europe or other 

countries.

 SAFETY
ANALYSIS



Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

SPARE PARTS
SOURCING

WE CAN HELP YOU TO 
COVER YOUR NEEDS OF 
SPARE PARTS!

We can help you source a large 
variety of spare parts or machine 
components. Thanks to our large 
network and our direct contact with 
the local makers, we are able to sup-
ply these parts.

ANY REQUEST?

Just send us a request with the most details you 

can get (brand, serial number of the component/ 

machine, pictures...) and we will search the part 

for you.

SPINDLE

COOLING UNIT

BALLSCREWS

TOOLCHANGER PARTS

ELECTRICAL PARTS

I/O BOARDS

CUSTOM CABLES

AND MANY OTHER COMPONENTS
Just ask us!



CONSULTING (MACHINE TOOL INSPECTIONS)

01 ½ day of machine inspection in Taichung County      195 USD

02 Full day of machine inspection in Taichung County      325 USD

03 Discount after 4 days / months      10%

04 ½ day of machine inspection in Taiwan      260 USD

05 Full day of machine inspection in Taiwan      400 USD

06 Installation of machine in Europe (per day without accommodations)      325 USD

07 Installation of machine out of Europe (per day without accommodations)      500 USD

08 If the project doesn’t become an order Free of charge

09 If the project is between 0 and 15 000 USD 3.8 % of supplier’s invoice

10 If the project is between 15 000 and 30 000 USD 3.2 % of supplier’s invoice

11 If the project is between 30 000 and 75 000 USD 2.7% of supplier’s invoice

12 If the project is between 75 000 and 150 000 USD 2.3% of supplier’s invoice

13 If the project is between 150 000 and 400 000 USD 1.8% of supplier’s invoice

14 If the project is between 400 000 and 2 000 000 USD 1.4% of supplier’s invoice

15 If the project is over 2 000 000 USD 1.1% of supplier’s invoice

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management includes: Finding supplier, building technical the project, negotiating conditions, 
supervising the machine during its fabrication, the commissioning of the machine and assistance during 
the warranty time.

Twin-GH - Your CNC partner in Taiwan

OUR PRICING



TWIN GOLDEN HORSES limited

Suite 2105, Wing On Centre

111 Connaught Road, Central - Hong Kong

+886 963 092 946

+886 975 144 234

thomas@twin-gh.com

mathieu@twin-gh.com

CONTACT US

Whether you are already buying machines in Taiwan or thinking 

about it, do not hesitate to contact us. We will assist you in all 

phases of your project.

TOUZOT Thomas

LENOIR Mathieu

N9,3F - 450 Dunhua rd, Beitun dist.

406 Taichung - Taiwan

HK:

TW:

www.twin-gh.com


